Abstract. Motion planning has received much attention over the past 40 years. More than 15 years have passed since the introduction of the successful samplingbased approach known as the Probabilistic RoadMap Method (PRM). PRM and its many variants have demonstrated great success for some high-dimensional problems, but they all have some level of difficulty in the presence of narrow passages. Recently, an approach called Toggle PRM has been introduced whose performance does not degrade for 2-dimensional problems with narrow passages. In Toggle PRM, a simultaneous, coordinated mapping of both C f ree and C obst is performed and every connection attempt augments one of the maps -either validating an edge in the current space or adding a configuration 'witnessing' the connection failure to the other space. In this paper, we generalize Toggle PRM to d-dimensions and show that the benefits of mapping both C f ree and C obst continue to hold in higher dimensions. In particular, we introduce a new narrow passage characterization, α-ε-separable narrow passages, which describes the types of passages that can be successfully mapped by Toggle PRM. Intuitively, α-ε-separable narrow passages are arbitrarily narrow regions of C f ree that separate regions of C obst , at least locally, such as hallways in an office building. We experimentally compare Toggle PRM with other methods in a variety of scenarios with different types of narrow passages and robots with up to 16 DOF.
Introduction
In robotics, planning a valid (e.g., collision-free) path for a movable object (robot) is challenging. Motion planning, as this is commonly called, has been thoroughly studied [23] and has been shown to be PSPACE-hard. Motion planning has broad use outside robotics in areas such as gaming/virtual reality [14] and bioinformatics [25] . Hence, it is vital to find computationally efficient solutions to this problem. Sampling-based planners [12] were a major breakthrough in motion planning. These algorithms were able to solve many previously unsolved problems, especially for high-dimensional configuration space (C space ). Sampling-based motion planners explore C space and store configurations and some information about their connectivity in C f ree . One class of planners, Probabilistic RoadMap methods (PRMs) [12] , build a roadmap (graph) representing the connectivity of C f ree . The first phase in this process, node generation, is where collision-free configurations are sampled and added as nodes to the roadmap. In the second phase, node connection, neighboring nodes are selected by a distance metric as potential candidates for connection. Then, simple local planners attempt connections between the selected nodes; successful connections are represented as roadmap edges. While these methods have been shown to be probabilistically complete, narrow passages, or small volumes/regions of free space (C f ree ), remain difficult for them to map. In particular, it has been shown that the volume of such passages impacts the efficiency of a sampling-based planner [11] . In simple terms, the probability of generating a configuration within the narrow passage is directly related to the volume of the passage itself. Thus, the tighter the corridor is, the more difficult it is to generate samples in it. Section 2 briefly discusses the many attempts to address this weakness of sampling-based planning methods [1, 3, 26, 10] .
Recently, a new sampling-based motion planning strategy that maps both free space (C f ree ) and obstacle space (C obst ) in a simultaneous, coordinated fashion has shown to be useful in 2-dimensional problem spaces for both roadmap construction (Toggle PRM [6] ) and local planning (Toggle LP [7] ). In particular, in Toggle PRM, coordinated learning of both C f ree and C obst was shown to theoretically guarantee a higher probability of sampling within narrow regions of C space for 2 DOF problems, while Toggle LP extended local planning attempts into a 2D triangular subspace of C space to yield better connectivity of roadmaps as opposed to the traditional straightline connection [12] . The intuition behind Toggle PRM, and the main departure from traditional PRMs, is the philosophy that every connection attempt, successful or not, reveals information about connectivity in one of the spaces and hence augments one of the maps -either validating an edge in the current space or discovering a configuration in the other space 'witnessing' the connection failure. For example, a failed connection between two collision configurations on either side of a narrow passage would lead to the discovery of a configuration in the narrow passage. Connection attempts between connected components of a roadmap also become increasingly interesting for Toggle PRM. Ultimately, Toggle PRM might be able to induce disconnectivity for planning problems, something that is not feasible for PRMs (see Figure 1 ). As shown in [6] , utilizing the witnesses of connection failures can greatly accelerate the discovery and mapping of narrow passages for 2 DOF problems. This paper further develops the Toggle PRM philosophy for sampling-based motion planning and generalizes it to higher dimensions. We show that the theoretical and experimental benefits of a coordinated mapping of both C f ree and C obst , demonstrated in [6] , continue to hold in higher dimensions. In particular, we show that Toggle PRM results in significant improvements to the effectiveness and efficiency
